Transfer Orientation
Friday, August 22, 2014

- 7:30am-8:15am – Check-in, SMC Atrium
- 8:00am-4:00pm – ID Card Pictures/Pickup, Boyer
- 8:00am-4:00pm – Parking Permit Pickup, Lebanon House
- 8:30am-10:30am – Dean Welcome and Department Meeting
  - School of Education – Winter Center, Clair Performance Hall
    - Applied Engineering & Tech Management – Osburn 307/308
    - Dual Special Ed/Early Childhood Education – Clair Performance Hall
    - Elementary Ed/Middle Level Education – Clair Performance Hall
    - Occupational Safety & Health – Osburn 309
    - Psychology – Osburn 200/201
    - Technology Education – Osburn 208
  - School of Science & Math – Gordinier, Lehr
    - Biology – Gordinier – Lehr
    - Chemistry – Caputo 211
    - Computer Science – Roddy 149
    - Earth Sciences – Roddy 261
    - Geology – Roddy 261
    - Mathematics – Wickersham 104
    - Meteorology – Roddy 261
    - Ocean Sciences & Costal Study – Roddy 261
    - Physics – Roddy 256
  - School of Humanities & Social Sciences – SMC, Marauder Courts
    - Anthropology – McComsey 204
    - Art & Design – Breidenstine 122
    - Business- Marketing & Management – McComsey- Myers Auditorium
    - Business- Accounting & Finance – McComsey- Myers Auditorium
    - Communication & Theater – Hash 212
    - Economics – McComsey 372
    - English – McComsey 301
    - French – McComsey- Ford Atrium
    - Geography – McComsey 212
    - German – McComsey- Ford Atrium
    - Government & Political Affairs – McComsey 110
    - History – McComsey 303
    - International Studies – McComsey 134
    - Music – Winter Center- Murley Recital Hall
    - Philosophy – McComsey 359
    - Social Work – McComsey 203
    - Sociology – McComsey 204
    - Spanish – McComsey- Ford Atrium
  - Exploratory Students – SMC, MPR
- 10:45am-11:45am – Life at the ‘Ville, DGR
- 12:00pm-1:20pm
  - Lunch, SMC-MPR
  - Campus Resources Fair, Marauder Courts
- 1:30pm – 2:30pm – Get Connected, Various Computer Labs
- 2:45pm-3:30pm – Degree Works and Closing, SMC-MPR